Grooming Pricing
Bath & Blowdry ............................ $70
Lion Cut ........................ ......... $105
Comb Cut ................................ $105
Maintenance Groom (4 weeks or less) .......... $58
All of our grooming services are starting at above, and include bath, blow dry, ear
cleaning and toe nail trim

Surcharges
Bites/Aggressive Fee .................. $35-$150
Mat Removal .......................... $15-$75
Pelt Removal ......................... $75-$300
Fecal Removal ............................. $25
Flea/Lice/Tick ............................ $10
These fees are based on how severe the problem is & the time required to fix it!

Add On Services
Belly Shave/Sani ........................... $25
Sanitary Trim.............................. $10
De-Shed Treatment .......................... $24
Soft Paws Front ............................. $20
Soft Paws Back ............................ $10
Soft Paws Full Set .......................... $30
Toe Tuff Trim.............................. $10

Walk In Services
Sani Trim/Nail Trim/Ear Cleaning............. $25
Nail Trim/Ear Cleaning....................... $15
Nail Trim ................................. $10
*Prices are always subject to change.

Rachel Diller, NCMG, CFMG
Jaclyn Kuzmich, CFMG
Alyssa Boggs, Assistant
Shain McCormick, Groomer

303.730.2102
5788 South Rapp Street
Littleton, CO 80120
www.urbansophisicats.net

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Do you sedate cats?
A: No, we do not sedate cats as we handle cats in such a
way that they rarely need any kind of sedation. Most
cats that are being sedated to be groomed are actually
quite compliant in our process.

Q: How often should cats be groomed?
A: Every 4 weeks or less as this makes for a healthy,
happy cat. It will cut down on shedding, hairballs, mat
ting, and will reduce allergens produced by your cat. To
remove dander/ dandruff, we recommend every 1-2
weeks.

Q: Are there risks involved in grooming severely
matted cats?
A: There are risks involved when grooming ANY cat.
There is a risk of cutting the skin of an elderly or sick
cat, especially if they are severely matted or have a
pelted coat. Of course every precaution is made to pre
vent this. Remember, prevention is the key! If your cat
has regular professional grooming, matting of any kind
will almost never happen!

Q: Can I help or watch?
A: Because cat grooming can be dangerous, we need all
of our attention on the task at hand. When owners are
around, sometimes the cat will become more anxious
about the grooming process. It is our intention to pro
vide a calm environment free of distractions. You are
welcome to hang out in the lobby as we work, but typi
cally we ask for a 2-4 hour window per cat.

Certified Feline Master Groomer
Veterinarian Recommended
We Never Sedate!
Monday
Appointments Only
Wednesday & Saturday
8am-5pm
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